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2018 Goldens Bridge Community Association Election Results
Members-at-Large
Officers
Chris Broberg
President:
Rina Slavin
Ben Goldner
Vice-President: Ron Arnstein
Jeremy Metz
Treasurer:
Paul Stewart-Stand
Carol Nordgren
Secretary:
Dan Fast
Gerry Sircus
Elliot Sokolov
Thank You
Martha Levites has retired from the board after many years of dedicated service. We
will miss her cheery attitude and cogent contributions. Adam Huggard, who straightened out our treasury books and provided a clearer view of our budget process will be
sorely missed. We wish Adam and his wife, Rose Howard, who did much the same as
the camp treasurer, happiness in their new home in Ithaca.
What about the flowers that appear in front of the barn and at the entrance to the
lake? Anna Margolies has been quietly providing us the beauty that we have too often
taken for granted.

The Tapas Woodwind Quintet performed at the Barn on August 8. Seated right
are Eric Stand, flute and piccolo; Susan DeCamp, oboe and English horn; Diane Fedora,
bassoon; Barbara Reineke, French horn; John
Lissauer, clarinet.
The program included a number of pieces
by contemporary composers, one of which
was a piece written by Eric, titled Locomotiv
(2018). A small crowd enjoyed the concert
and hoped that they would perform again in
the future.

Scholarship Winner Responds
(Justin Glassman was the recipient of The Goldens Bridge Community Association Scholarship Award)

To the members of the Goldens Bridge Community Association.
Thank you so much for this scholarship. The funds will go towards my college education at the
University of Virginia. I will continue to strive for social justice in society.
Thank you
Justin Glassman
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Congratulations
Congratulations to Michael Gillman and Elle Chyun on their marriage. Our best wishes
to the happy couple and to his proud parents, Wendy Robinson and Kenneth Gillman
of Lake Street.
Michael and Elle met during Hurricane Sandy in Brooklyn. Their relationship grew and
then was interrupted by a health emergency—read all about it at “They Were in No Rush
to Marry. Then His Heart Stopped” (A Near-Death Experience Led Them to the Altar—The
New York Times, June 22nd issue.)
Another ceremony was held on August 12th, at Rokeby, in Dutchess County, New York
with a large group of family and friends, including the doctor who administered CPR when Michael's heart
stopped. We look forward to seeing Michael and Elle at the next banquet.

In Memoriam
Rosa Lee Cuffee Rosa Lee Cuffee was born in Portsmouth, Virginia in 1928 to parents,
Samuel and Maude Lee. She was the fourth of five children. Rosa married Isaiah Cuffee in
Virginia on November 20, 1955. She deeply enjoyed all the years spent with her husband.
Rosa attended Fayetteville State Teaching College where she obtained her Bachelor of
Science Degree. She continued her studies at Mercy College studying Special Education.
Rosa worked with the physically impaired at Blythedale Children’s Hospital in Valhalla, New
York. She completed a Masters of Arts Degree at Teacher’s College, Columbia University.
Rosa happily lived in Goldens Bridge, New York for about 62 years. She became a teacher
and worked in many schools throughout the Katonah-Lewisboro School District, loving every minute of it.
Rosa retired in 1991 after completing 30 years of teaching approximately 900 students.
Rosa was an active member of her community, a member of the Ladies Auxiliary of the Goldens Bridge
Fire Department, a camp counselor at Goldens Bridge Day Camp, a Girl Scout Leader at Hill Crest Camp for
children as well as a Sunday School teacher, along with other volunteer works.
Rosa Lee Cuffee is survived by her loving family and many close friends. She touched many people’s lives
and will truly be missed.
Connie Weinstock It is with great sadness that we announce the death of Comilda
Weinstock, long-term resident of Goldens Bridge, N.Y., on June 24, 2018, at the age of 84. She
was born in Los Angeles, grew up in Duluth, Minnesota, then moved to New York City and
lived in Borough Park, Brooklyn. She graduated from Brooklyn College and received her doctorate in education from Teacher’s College, Columbia University. She coauthored one of the
earliest textbooks on the psychology of adult development. She completed her training in
psychoanalysis at The Post Graduate Center for Mental Health in New York City. She worked
as a psychoanalyst in private practice for almost 40 years.
She and her husband John were married in October of 1952. She was a warm loving wife and mother and
a caring and supportive friend to all the people she came to know. She had a sharp clear analytical mind and
loved to engage people in conversations ranging from politics to culture and history.
She was especially proud of her heritage, her father’s family originating in Sweden, while her mother’s
family was Russian-Jewish. She made sure to incorporate the social and cultural history of both sides of her
family into family holidays and celebrations.
Comilda was involved in numerous progressive causes, civil rights, anti-war movements, and equal rights
for women and all minorities. As a geriatrician she was also involved in developing programs for the elderly,
and with her background in developmental psychology, she taught in schools for children with physical,
emotional and intellectual disabilities. She also taught at Columbia University and Montclair State College.
She was truly a renaissance woman.
She is survived by her husband John, her sister, Dimitra Reber, children Lisa and Ken and her grandchildren Chloe, Lauren, Ben, Simon and Clare, as well as numerous cousins, nieces and nephews. She will be
sorely missed by family, friends and colleagues.
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The Bat

The Goldens Bridge version of the PBS Program, The Moth, was presented on Saturday
evening, July 11th at the Barn. The Bat's mission is to promote the art and craft of storytelling
and to honor and celebrate the diversity and commonality of human experience.
Bat stories must be true, as remembered by the storyteller, and told live.

Jeremy Schneider

Natalie Solano

Elliot Sokolov

Elana Shneyer

John Bergherr

Ben Lieman

Jeremy Metz

Senna Levy

Martha Levites

Ken Gross

Zingi Mkefa

John Weinstock
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Goldens Bridge Day Camp Presents its version of "Shrek the Musical"
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Volleyball Tournament Winning Team

2 018

Dolph Klainberg
Brandon Orr
Jeff Klainberg
Nadja McNeil-Jackson
Jake Moore
Ellen Salov

Thanks everyone for participating in the annual VB tournament and BBQ today. It
was so great to see even more new and young faces out there on the court. We
had 36 players for the first time in many years. Thanks everyone for your patience
through what turned out to be a long day. And many many thanks to the fans—
family and friends—who stuck it out with us and cheered us on. Jeff Klainberg

Dylan Schneider. Mollie Garcia, Avi Shulman,
Abby Meyers-Orr, Elana Schneyer, Jeremy Schneider

Whitney Elliot, Tamilee Webb, Devon Solano, Jeff Milliot,
Laure Milliot, Brandon Schoenfeld

David McDonough, Emma Callan, Max Leighton, Craig Senior,
Leslie Lieman-Sifry, Julian Picone

Mira Lieman-Sifry, Trevor McNeil, Paul Milliot, Rick Cousin,
Adam Kaufman, Patrick DePaula

Jacob Fertig
David Goldemberg
Chrissy Sansculotte
Adam Fertig
Theo Stewart-Stand
Ben Lieman
Micah Sifry

(Due to an injury, Adam was replaced by Micah.)
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Photos by Aaron Kroun & Avi Shulman

The Battle at Timber Lake
The editor was sitting at the lake reading a mystery on a beautiful late sunny afternoon on the second day of
camp. Suddenly there was a great commotion as the remaining campers and early evening swimmers rushed
to the fence. Dana Sokolov, the drama counselor, while taking a late swim, noticed splashing occurring in the
lake. It appeared that one of “our” turtles may have
attacked one of the fish we import to keep the bottom free of vegetation. The crowd wasn’t certain of
how the event had taken place but the editor hoped
the fish had not suffered too much. Alas, it was clear
the turtle must have won.
Fish have been added almost since the creation
of Timber Lake. A solution was necessary to keep
underwater vegetation from overwhelming the lake
bottom. The last addition was made over a year ago
when 50 new Carp and 100 Channel Catfish were introduced by Michael Brown and Drew and Brandon Orr.
The catfish were added in hopes of keeping down the Chinese Mystery Snails.
No one is certain about the presence of snapping turtles. They are seen all over the colony. We knew one of
them was the sure winner of the battle but it took a message from Reed Gillan, our chief lifeguard, to receive
the finale. In closing the lake for the evening, Reed noticed floating debris. It was the dead fish over 30 inches
in length. It required a large net to be removed from the lake.
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Goldens Bridge Day Camp Talent Show 2018
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July 4th Barbecue
at the lake,
celebrated
on June 30th
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Recipe
The recipe below was sampled by many at the August barbecue. John was asked to provide the
recipe so it could be enjoyed again at home.

Chess Pie (Southern Style Sweet Cornbread Pie) Makes 1 nine-inch pie By John Bruno Turiano
Crust Ingredients:
1¼ cups graham cracker crumbs (Honey Maid preferred)
2 tsp sugar
5 Tbsp butter, melted
Filling Ingredients (all filling ingredients should be room temperature):
1
⁄4 cup butter, melted
1½ tsp cornmeal
1 cup sugar
1½ Tbsp evaporated milk
½ tsp vanilla extract
1½ tsp distilled white vinegar
2 large eggs
Whipped Cream Ingredients:
1 cup heavy cream
¾ tsp vanilla
1
⁄3 tsp confectioners sugar
Preparation (for crust):
Combine crumbs and sugar in a bowl. Add butter and mix, first with fork and then with hands. Pour into a nine-inch
aluminum pie tin and press to form shell (nudge crumbs up sides of pan).
Put in refrigerator for a half hour to help prevent crumbling before baking.
Preheat oven to 325°F. Remove from refrigerator and bake on a baking sheet about 3 minutes.
Preparation (for filling):
Preheat oven to 425°F.
Mix butter, sugar, vanilla in a large bowl. Mix in eggs, and then stir in the cornmeal, evaporated milk and vinegar until
smooth. Fill crust (the filling should reach about ¾ of the way up the crust).
Bake for 8 minutes on rack in top third of oven, and then reduce heat to 300°F and bake for 38 minutes.
Turn tray halfway through baking. Let cool before slicing.
Preparation (for whipped cream):
Place electric mixer bowl in freezer for 10 minutes.
Place heavy cream, vanilla and sugar into bowl and whip on medium to high speed for 4 to 5 minutes or until peaks
have formed.
Mound whipped cream on top of pie or spoon on individual pie servings
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My Pappa Dan by Abraham Weitzman
I have one grandparent, my Papa Dan. He tells my family
stories all the time.
Most of his stories come from his decades of working construction in New York City. He worked on bridges and in tunnels.
He worked on schools and hospitals. He put the lights on top of
the Citicorp building. My Papa worked everywhere. He tells us
about these experiences because the stories are entertaining.
They also teach us about the kind of person he is, and the kind
of people we should be.
Stories connect us with family history. They show us our way
home. They make us laugh until we cry. Papa’s stories are how
he exposes us to other worlds. We learned values by listening to
him. His acceptance of people who were different from him is
evident in all his stories. His family’s importance and his sense
of humor over propriety seem clear. Storytelling is often used to
teach a lesson, like Aesop’s fables with their morals at the end.
Everyday people’s stories have messages that are less explicit.
Papa’s stories are a collection, so their message is bigger than
one single idea. They are a guide to living.
Papa worked at Goldwater Hospital on Welfare Island (now
called Roosevelt Island). It was a hospital for people with chronic illnesses and severe disabilities. As the foreman, he supervised
a crew of twelve men. Usually, construction workers take coffee
in the morning around 10:00. This meal typically involves warm,
sweetened beverages with one of the following: buttered roll,
bagel with cream cheese, or bacon and egg on a roll. But at
Goldwater, coffee break was different. The crew had a floating,
somewhat sanctioned craps game in the corridors. Craps is a
dice game where you bet on which numbers get rolled. The hospital staff looked the other way because the patients loved it. My
Papa looked the other way because craps was faster than eating.
He was the foreman, so the sooner the men got back to work,
the better. We learned that being a gambler was okay as long as
you included everyone and got your work done.
Papa wasn’t always the foreman. At Citicorp he was just one
of the workers. He has lots of stories from that job. They had a
foreman nobody liked. He was a nasty grouch, and the guys were
always looking for ways to mess with him. Lots of the pranks
were pulled by an electrician, Harry. Harry cut off a tiny sliver of
one leg of the foreman’s chair every day. The chair was wobbling and slowly getting shorter, and the foreman knew it was
Harry but could not prove it. Harry followed that with the cheese
prank. Every day he hid a piece of limburger cheese somewhere
behind a heater near the foreman’s office. Harry did not get
a whole lot of work done, but he was fun to have around. We
learned many ways to get back at a rotten boss, and more importantly, we learned not to be the rotten boss.
My Papa spent many years building the Archer Avenue subway
lines in Queens. Even though he retired many years ago, he
stays in touch with friends he made on that job. He emails with
Norman, who moved to Florida, and Fred, who went home to
Ohio. He told us about when Fred came to New York. There was
a recession in the early 1980s in America and lots of guys moved
to the city for work. Fred left his wife and kids behind so he
could work to support them. He lived with three other guys but
he liked visiting my Papa’s house. Fred stayed for two years, until
he could get a job back in Dayton. We learned about the hard
10

times that people experience in a bad economy.
Papa didn’t always have a job. If he lost his job, he came home
happy, with a bottle of wine. He liked being unemployed because
he could spend more time with his family. He went to dance
class with my grandma. He made origami with my mom. He
went on class trips. Papa did not worry because he was a union
man. He had health benefits and the B fund, an annuity he could
use to augment his unemployment check. He knew the joint
board would have a job for him soon enough. We learned to join
the union and treasure time with family.
If Papa needed to, working off the books was always an option. He worked in the gay community. He worked on the baths
in the Village and The Saint, a gay disco. This was before the
AIDS epidemic, before gay superheroes, before anyone thought
about gender identity. Papa happily worked for and with men
who loved men. He modeled an openness that many people
could learn from today.
Papa is retired now, so his stories are less exciting. Some
involve the post office or the Costco. Most are about his friends
and comrades on the executive board of his community. Every
story has a problem to be solved— someone who isn’t paying their taxes, dams that may or may not need repairs. It does
not matter what the story is about, I love listening to him. The
community is small and many people have lived there since they
were born in the 1950s. They do volunteer work for the lake, the
barn, the water system and the newsletter. Papa is the secretary,
so he takes the minutes at meetings. He says that he likes making
sure they are done right and on time. He tells us about sales of
houses. Often there are arguments over who has the right to buy
a particular house. Sometimes someone sues the community
and they have to go to court. No matter what happens, Papa stays
calm. There is no point in getting all upset, he says. When things
get heated, I try to stay calm, too, but he is naturally better at it.
The stories Papa tells do not have a moral at the end. They
are centered around people and relationships. He tells them for
our amusement or to share an experience. I listen to his stories
because I love him. My love and admiration for him make his
stories more meaningful. My connection to my Papa is strengthened with each story, now an unbreakable tether of life experiences. It is a lifetime of stories that I can think of when I miss
him or I need some advice.
It is impossible to separate stories from the teller. We are
initially drawn to stories because we are interested in the teller,
who brings us into their world, intertwining it with our own. In
this way we are all connected to each other. Each person has
stories about their family that help define them as part of the
group. They represent a common framework of experiences and
values that form their identity. In my family, Papa’s stories are the
structure identities are scaffolded on. We are hardworking, prounion, family-loving, open-minded, and we savor a good story,
all because of Papa.
Abraham Weitzman is a 14-year-old writer with a love
for irony. And he has cerebral palsy, rendering him
non-verbal (to learn more, check out his article Simply
Speaking at https://kidspiritonline.com/magazine/
simplicity-and-complexity/simply-speaking/). He types
using his chest while standing. It is tiring and rewarding. Abraham enjoys traveling and staying home.

Holly Luken discovered the letter below among
papers left by her mother. It was written to Maxie
Arons, then the editor of Road Four, and provides a
picture of a once upon a time community.
May 5, 1977
Dear Maxie,
Here I am, in the middle of a school paper, among
other things, but your exciting note brought back many
good memories and so I sat myself down to remember.
Let’s begin when we first came up here.That was
thanks to Hester and Al Posner who had been our
neighbors and became our friends. Hester and I had
worked closely together for better schools and housing and better neighborhoods while we were bringing
up our three children apiece.Then we became friends
with the Goldbergs and then we discovered the Dorfmans with whom we had gotten acquainted when our
Judys were four and attending Metropolitan Music.
Happy memories center around the Kalishes and
Yetta’s gracious hospitality, Alex Pasamanick talking
about his trees, and running around with Gertrude to
collect merchandise for a bazaar. Remembrances of the
Dobrins and the Kutners. Remembrances of the Pacherskys who always asked us to sit awhile and have some
juice after climbing one hill and preparing to climb another. Just like Woody McLean “who has a house by the
side of the road and is a friend to man”. Remembrances
of beautiful Mrs.Yellin and her walks with Mrs. Sobel to
collect money for a defense fund.
Remembrances of the first time Julia Goldberg took
me to visit the Kole house and how impressed I was
with their veranda. I remember Lulu Raboy’s wonderful
plays and especially Mel Brown and Sid Morrow, actors
superb! I remember Maxie Arons who made a terrific
auctioneer and the fabulous meetings and nosharies
held by the Woman’s Club. Those were the days! I remember Millie Gold sitting in my kitchen on rare occasion. I remember Sybil Goldberg directing “Majority of
One” and the delightful performances of Mrs. Birnbaum
and Molly Gladstone. I remember the other Gladstones,
of Branch Street, and their handsome and polite young
sons. I remember the lovely Mrs. Goldberg of Branch
Street, her husband who was a writer and the tall,
white haired mother who took turns living and visiting
there, and Groucho, their cat. I remember Sophie Adelman who took care of her lovely to speak to mother
and her aunt. I remember how impressed I was with
the Moskowitz house the summer the Dorfmans rented
there. I remember how good it was to be part of the
same community with the Seids. How I loved to see
my Judy dance the Troika with Bob Seid and Eric Stand
and how I loved to see Billy and Dotty dance no matter which dance they were dancing.
I remember being a counselor and having Robby
Gold as my assistant and Eric Stand as my CIT. Beautiful

people! I remember loving all my little campers especially little Laura Jean Matthews, and meeting her lovely
mother and then, much later on, her mother’s lovely
parents. One of my most precious youngsters was little
David Zinberg and then I discovered his lovely mother
and his fabulous pioneer grandmother, Rose Flamenbaum. I remember three little sisters, Carol, Ellen, and
Niki and another of my favorite people, Gary Libster.
I remember how pretty I always thought Mrs. Slater
was and how fortunate I felt when the The Williamses
were our neighbors. I remember Mr. Kadish who loved
Goldens Bridge and hated to be away from it, and dear
Bertha Cooper who remained a friend until she died. (
her niece came to visit a couple of years ago, her heart
strings pulling her back to the place where she had
spent a happy childhood, her own young daughter trying out the swing that’s still in the back yard, while she
herself told me of a blueberry patch that I had never
discovered.)
Dear George Dorfman, who came to Mac’s rescue
and became co-chairman with him, of the Social Committee. How proud I was of Pete Mencher who went to
college year round to be a doctor. I remember the high
regard I had for Dolph’s and Ameil’s opinions and how
I always felt that when Frieda had something to say it
was always worth listening to (and I still feel that way).
I remember Jean Maas playing her guitar and singing
at Norma Becker’s house when the staff of the camp
was invited for a get acquainted party. I remember my
first visit to the Melvin place and the graciousness of
the people in it. The barn....with Earl Robinson and
Pete Seeger... those were the days! Elsie, the folk dance
teacher and Richie who was Mr. Kindness himself in
teaching little ones to swim.
There are so many good things to remember, Maxie,
like David Yale, who wrote poetry, and Mr. Saul who
was guardian of the beach, and Mr.Tishop who loved
nature. So many beautiful people...one remembers
them all, their deeds, their faces, and, sometimes, even
their names.
(And, as a postscript...there are still wonderful
people in the Colony...those who will help a neighbor with a lawn, those who will bring you flowers or
tomatoes, those who will give one, not so young, a lift,
those whose children wave a cheery greeting, those
who will inquire as to your health, those who come to
help when you need them, those who gladly offer advice when asked....and....the people, past, present,and
future who served without pay and were, are and will
be the Executive Board. Bless ’em all!)
Thanks, Maxie, for offering me (us) the opportunity
for expression.You are welcome to use any of the
above, in part or whole, or even none of it.Thanks for a
wonderful Road Four.
Affectionately,
Dinah Lukin
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The community of Goldens Bridge Colony wishes Elliot Sokolov a speedy recovery after he endured a 17-day hospital stay due to
acute pancreatitis. He is home now and gradually returning to the routine of his life. You may even see him walking his dog Augie,
one of these days. Elliot said to thank everyone for their well wishes, phone calls, emails, text messages and touching notes stuck
on his front door. They all succeeded in conveying your love and support.

EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS
Goldens Bridge Emergency Services
Ambulance
• Emergencies — 911
• Vista Fire Department — 914-533-2727
• Lewisboro Volunteer Ambulance Corps — LVAC 914-763-9633
Fire Departments
• Emergencies — 911
• Goldens Bridge — 914-232-4530
• South Salem — 914-763-3706
• Vista — 914-533-2727
Police
• Emergencies — 911
• Lewisboro — 914-763-8903
• New York State — 914-277-3651

Board and Membership Minutes
GBCA Membership Minutes April 29, 2018

The meeting was convened at 11:25 AM when a quorum was obtained.
Present: 23 Voting Members and approximately 10 other community members.
1- Reading of Minutes:
The minutes from the January 28, 2018 Membership meeting were read and accepted as read.
2- Financial:
Adam Huggard, Treasurer, gave the financial report as follows:
Bank Accounts:
M&T Bank - Operating:
$ 148,001
M&T Savings (Scholarship Fund)
$ 1021
M&T Camp Account
$ 27,490
(includes $10,000 Camp Reserve + $7800 Water Operator salary)
M&T Capital Improvements
$ 130,830
M&T Water Capital Improvement
$ 39,813
Total:
$ 347,154
Adam noted that we have 15 members in arrears, and 12 members on payment plans.
3- Selection of Nominating Committee for this year's election.
Rina Slavin, President, called for nominations and volunteers. Five persons are required.
Barbara Tauber nominated Richard Tauber. Mike Brown, Dan Fast, Ron Arnstein, and Pearl Klainberg volunteered.
4- Committee reports:
Camp:
Annette Kroun and Ben Goldner reported that registration is going slowly due to a number of factors including: the prevalence of
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nearby day camps, and the aging out of a number of Colony children. The Camp budget is break even at this time. The committee is
working on getting more campers and has reduced staffing.
Beach:
Martha Levites reported that the committee has been looking into several projects, the most pressing being the path from the road
to the beach area, the matter of path washout and drainage issues of water of the road, and the refurbishing of the volleyball court. We
have $2,000 budgeted for a "Beach accessibility study and $5000 for a boat house engineering study. We have received budget numbers
from several contractors: $3500 for drainage work and $3800 for path work from one. $3100 for raising the entryway and path from
another, to which drainage must be added. Martha stated that the highest figure obtained for grading and drainage for both entrances was
$10,000.
Georgann Stewart moved, seconded by Mike Brown, to move the $5000 allocated to the boathouse study to the beach work. After some
discussion she withdrew her motion. Eric Stand then moved, seconded by Annette Kroun, to take $10,000 out of the Capitol budget and
allocate it for Beach work. All in favor except 2 abstentions. Motion carried.
Martha further reported that 2 lifeguards have been hired.
Barn:
Mike Brown reported that the Barn restoration committee met yesterday and made a final decision, pending the acceptance of
samples from the wood mill, of hemlock for the Barn siding. Mark Schmid promised to provide a firm proposal for the labor ASAP. We will
also be getting updated pricing on the painting of the new east and south sides, both inside and outside, and the outside of the north and
west sides.
Lake:
Eric Stand reported that the suction dredging project is almost done. The turbidity curtain around the forebay still must be removed. Eric stated that orange material, which appears to be algae from the swamp across Main Street, is appearing in the forebay area.
This material will be monitored. There is a pile of approximately 18 cubic yards of the spoils material, which was removed from the lake
and dried, at the end of West Main Street. He urged community members to take the material for gardens and other planting, and offered
to help move it. There is also a sizable pile of this material above the volleyball court near the road.
Sales and Legal:
Pearl Klainberg questioned the Boards action in the recent sale of the Kaplan property at 19 Hillside Avenue. Pearl stated that the
list should have been notified, and was not. She stated that her son, who is on the list, was never notified. Several other community members then also questioned the Board's actions.
Dan Fast stated that the Board had decided to waive the option and not notify the list due to several facts. 1) The prospective
purchaser, Brandon Orr, was on the list, so the property was going to a person already on the list. 2) It was a cash sale of $205,000 for
a property and house with no Certificate of Occupancy, which precludes the obtaining of a bank mortgage. 3) The Kaplan's were under
pressure to close quickly in order not to have to return from Florida. 4) The Board, in its efforts to accommodate the Kaplans, tried to move
more quickly than it should have. Dan stated that the Board realizes its error in this matter, and will be more careful of procedure in the
future, and further that the Board apologizes to the community for its error.
Social:
John Bergherr went over the events planned for the coming Summer season, stating that the schedule is almost 100% complete.
Road 4:
Gerry Sircus stated that they are always looking for material.
Water:
Ron Arnstein stated that the water system is a resource owned by the entire community and that it is classed as a public utility by
the Board of Health, and as such is subject to BOH testing and maintenance requirements, which include maintaining both of our wells at
full capacity in order to provide the required 200% capacity. Ron noted that the $6000 cost incurred in November, 2017 for the replacement of the Main Street well pump was necessary to maintain this capacity. Dan Fast stated that although it should have been reported at
the January Membership meeting it had been missed and was being reported upon at this time.
Environment:
Patrick DePaula reported that the committee is looking for volunteers to help with vine removal throughout the Colony.
At this point Mr. John Bainlardi from Wilder-Balter Partners addressed the Membership about their Affordable Housing project. He
reviewed the history mentioning that he had previously addressed the Membership at the January, 2015 meeting. John answered questions from the Membership and stated that the next, and last, Planning Board meeting to take up this project will occur on May 15, 2018,
and the Planning Board will then have 62 days to make a final decision. John also reviewed the well and septic system approvals that have
been obtained for the project from various local, NYC, and NYS agencies for same.
Russell Gordon moved, seconded by Gerry Sircus that the GBCA go on record in support of the Wilder-Balter Affordable Housing
project to be built in Goldens Bridge. All in favor except one abstaining. Motion carried. The GBCA secretary will write a letter to the
Planning Board to this effect.
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned, at 1:45 PM. Respectfully submitted: Dan Fast, Secretary.

GBCA Board Minutes May 20, 2018
Present: Rina Slavin: President, Martha Levites, Vice President, Adam Huggard: Treasurer, Dan Fast: Secretary, Ron Arnstein, Mike Brown,
Gerry Sircus, Patrick dePaula, Carol Nordgren, Fred Margolies, Ben Goldner, , Drew Orr, Hannah Yates, Roman Broberg
Absent: Jeremy Metz
Meeting called to order at 9:45 AM by Rina Slavin: President.
1- Minutes:
The minutes of the 4/8/18 Regular Board meeting were read by Dan, corrected, and accepted as corrected.
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2-

Financial:
The current financial report, as of 5/18/18 was given by Adam:
M&T Bank
$148,001
M&T Bank (Scholarship Fund)
$ 1,021
M&T Camp Account
$ 27,490 (Includes $10,000 Camp Reserve)
M&T Water Capitol
$ 39,813
M&T Capitol Improvement
$130,830
Total
$347,154

There are currently 14 members in arrears as of 5/18/18, with 11 members on payment plans for 2018. The members in arrears
are: Apter, Burgun, Cubides, Delgado, Gecaj, Klainberg, Moledo, Rabushka, Rios, Saul, Solano, Turiano, 16 Hall Ave (in bank custody), and
29 Lake Street (formerly Sherwood-St.John: bank has taken possession of property).
3- Committee Reports:
Nominating Committee:
Dan reported that the committee will be meeting shortly. He held off setting up a meeting until after this Board meeting to get
up to date info on Members in arrears, who are not eligible to vote or run for the Board. He stated that all incumbent Board members and
officers have been contacted, and most have agreed to run again.
Camp:
Ben and Rina reported that there so far there are 51 campers registered, with most for the full session. Board of Health inspection
was conducted, with the only problem being the 3 foot opening between the fence and the backstop on the north side of the ball field. The
BOH wants the opening closed. The opening was purposefully left to retrieve balls that had gone over the fence. Mike and Drew will handle
the closure. Mike reported that the fire extinguishers were tested and re-certified.
Beach:
Martha reported that 2 full season senior life guards have been hired, and one for August, and a junior guard. The committee is still
looking for a senior lifeguard for July.
The path to the volleyball court from the beach has been repaired and upgraded, and the volleyball court has been restored.
Two firm bids have been received for the reconstruction and upgrading of the main path to the Beach, and the committee will be
choosing one ASAP.
Drew will work with Martha to upgrade the small parking area on Main St. just south of Hall Ave.
Barn:
Mike reported that the hemlock supplier that Eric Stand was dealing with has stated that they will not supply the hemlock that had
been quoted by them. The committee is looking into finding a supplier for thicker than 3/4" pine, and will report back at the next Board
meeting.
Lake:
Drew reported that there is now a silt plume entering the lake at Hall and Main from the pipe to the swamp. This pipe, which is in
need of repair at the swamp end, was cleaned out during the recent forebay work that was done in the lake at that point. We may replace
the yellow temporary silt fence that was installed during the dredging and forebay construction with a black silt fence to contain this silt
plume. Drew stated that he will look into having the Town replace the pipe to the swamp, which runs under Main St.
Roads:
Fred and Drew met with Peter Ripperger, the Town Highway Superintendent, to discuss the maintenance work on the roads.
Mr. Ripperger will try to keep the good sections of road from being ripped up by the scraper. His crews have recently stopped creating
gulleys at the sides of the roads, and have been using better material to fill most low spots and potholes.
Sales & Legal:
Jeremy was absent, so there was no report on current sales. Martha raised the problem of the Nuza (formerly Hom-Mansfield)
property being an eyesore with garbage being left on the property and a toilet bowl left in front of the remains of the house. Martha moved,
seconded by Hannah, to have the Secretary write a letter to the Nuzas requesting their cooperation in dealing with the Board's health and
safety concerns for their property. All in favor except 3 abstaining. Motion carried.
Martha then moved, seconded by Adam, to have Jeremy follow up on what town and county legal options are available to the
Association. All in favor except 3 abstaining. Motion carried.
Social:
Martha reported that we do not have a folk dance person for 8/17 and the committee is looking into a replacement for that night.
Road 4:
Gerry reported that the issue can be held for a few days until a firm social schedule and scholarship winner essay can be obtained.
Water:
Ron stated that the fence in front of the Pump House must be replaced ASAP due to Board of Health regulations. Drew is working on this. The emergency power at the Pump House failed to start automatically and Drew had to switch it over manually. The service
company has been called and is slow to respond.
Environment:
Roman reported that he is picking up large amounts of discarded trash around the community.
Communications:
Roman reported that he has been getting several emails, with good addresses, bounced back at him, which go through when
resent in smaller batches. The problem is random and is a provider server problem. Roman has been working on the problem.
Meeting adjourned at 11:20 AM.
Respectfully submitted: Dan Fast, Secretary
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GBCA Board Minutes June 10, 2018
Present:
Rina Slavin: President, Martha Levites, Vice President, Dan Fast: Secretary, Ron Arnstein, Mike Brown, Gerry Sircus, Patrick dePaula,
Fred Margolies, Ben Goldner, Drew Orr, Hannah Yates, Roman Broberg, Jeremy Metz
Also present: Lars Margolies
Absent: Adam Huggard: Treasurer, Carol Nordgren
Meeting called to order at 9:40 AM by Rina Slavin: President.
1- Minutes:
The minutes of the 5/20/18 Regular Board meeting were read by Dan, and accepted as read.
2- Financial:
The current financial report, as of 6/9/18 was given by Dan:
M&T Bank
$138,753
M&T Bank (Scholarship Fund)
$ 1,021
M&T Camp Account
$ 48,890
M&T Water Capitol
$ 39,816
M&T Capitol Improvement
$130,851
Total
$359,332
There are currently 11 members in arrears as of 6/9/18, with 11 members on payment plans for 2018. The members in arrears
are: Apter, Burgun, Cubides, Gecaj, Moledo, Rabushka, Rios, Solano, Turiano, 16 Hall Ave (in bank custody), and 29 Lake Street (formerly
Sherwood-St.John: bank has taken possession of property). Our lawyer has contacted Gecaj's lawyer to try to avoid litigation again, with no
response as yet. Outstanding liens on Rios, 16 Hall Ave., and 29 Lake St. are ongoing.
3- 30 Main Street situation:
The Board discussed the situation at the 30 Main Street property, which is owned by Mr. and Ms. Nuza. The property contains a
house which is in a state of serious disrepair, and has been so for many years. The current owner cleared away all vegetation in front of
the property exposing the house to full view to passersby. There has often been a problem with a variety of refuse being left in front of the
house on the property since the Nuzas took possession. The problem was discussed at the last Board meeting and a motion passed to
have the Secretary write a letter concerning the problem to the Nuzas.
Dan wrote said letter to the Nuzas. By all accounts there is still a minor refuse problem on the Nuza property, and other complaints
were voiced as well. It was the consensus of the Board to monitor the situation and to invite the Nuzas to the next Board meeting.
4- Property Sales Procedure:
Jeremy reported that the 29 Lake Street and 24 West Main Street may be going to contract, although he has not seen anything yet.
Martha reported on the work of the committee that is looking into possible Covenants, Constitution, and By Laws changes, particularly as pertains to the sale of property. She distributed a document containing notes from a committee meeting outlining some of the committee's suggestions, which will be discussed at the next Board meeting, A discussion of the present procedure, and the fact that it is not
always followed to the letter ensued. It was pointed out that there is nothing in the governing documents concerning a "list" of interested
potential buyers and that, therefore, the "list" could be done away with by the Board at any time.
The subject of the sale of the Kaplan property at 19 Hillside Avenue, in which the right of first refusal was waived by email voting,
was discussed. Dan moved, seconded by Ron, to affirm the email vote to waive the option. Nine in favor; one opposed; three abstaining.
Motion carried.
5- Committee Reports:
Nominating Committee:
Dan reported that the committee has begun contacting community members about running for the Board, and will have a full
report on their progress for the next (July) Board meeting.
Camp:
Ben and Rina reported that there so far there are 57 campers registered and that the camp will be doing a community service
project working with the Community Center of Northern Westchester, and will be needing lightly used backpacks donated.
Rina also reported that the space between the fence and the backstop on the ballfield has been filled with a lockable gate to
satisfy BOH requirements.
Ben asked that the Camp be reimbursed by the community for the $480 cost of cleaning of the entire Barn, which was incurred by
the Camp.
Beach:
Martha reported that the new ropes and floats were made up and installed in the lake, along with the rafts, by a number of community members who responded to her requests
for help with this project. She thanked all those who participated.
The work on the main path to the beach is to start this coming Tuesday.
Two senior and two junior lifeguards have been hired, and signs with boating rules are being made up and will be posted.
A discussion of kayaks ensued. No decision was reached. The subject of kayaks will be discussed with the lifeguards.
Barn:
Drew reported that he contacted Stillwell Stair in Goldens Bridge for pricing on wood for the Barn siding and is expecting quotes in
the near future.
Lake:
Dan reported that the lake water seems considerably cloudier this year as compared to last year and that the area at the sides of
the crib is as muddy as ever. The problem of the silt plume from Main Street and Hall Avenue was discussed. Roman will research plants
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for use along the road next to the lake.
Roads:
Fred reported that the Town road crew seems to be reducing the height of the crown on the roads. Dan pointed out that the crews
are still scraping all of the roads, particularly including areas that are smooth and don't need it.
Social:
Roman reported that there was nothing new to report.
Road 4:
Gerry reported that the calendar for the coming Summer season is in the new Road 4, and requested material for the newsletter.
Water:
Ron had nothing to report.
Environment:
Roman reported that he is still picking up large amounts of discarded trash around the community, particularly on Pond Street and
Danger Road.
Good and Welfare:
Fred stated that the entire community should be notified for all projects.
Meeting adjourned at 11:20 AM.
Respectfully submitted: Dan Fast, Secretary

GBCA Board Minutes July 8, 2018
Present: Rina Slavin: President, Adam Huggard: Treasurer, Dan Fast: Secretary, Ron Arnstein, Mike Brown, Gerry Sircus, Patrick dePaula,
Fred Margolies, Ben Goldner, , Drew Orr, Hannah Yates, Roman Broberg, Jeremy Metz, Carol Nordgren
Also present: Eric Stand, Georgann Stewart, Paul Stewart - Stand, Lars Margolies, Anna Margolies
Absent: Martha Levites, Vice President,
Meeting called to order at 9:35 AM by Rina Slavin: President.
1- Eric Stand produced a document for Rina to sign which extends current Lake permitting regarding additional work which can be
done at the south end of the Lake. Board members perused the document and Rina signed it. The document in no way commits the community to perform any additional work. When asked Eric had no idea of the cost of this work, stating that he has several times requested
pricing from Pristine Waters, which he has not yet received. Eric Stand claimed that previous Board minutes were inaccurate regarding the
Lake work and requested that the following statement be included in these minutes.
"Eric Stand reported, on behalf of the Lake committee, that there is no silt plume entering the Lake at Hall and Main from the pipe
to the swamp. The turbidity levels in our lake have been measured by our volunteers, George Levites, Michael Brown and Russell Gordon,
at their first CSLAP sampling in June and have been found to be typical of the turbidity levels we get at this time of the year. The forebay
is fulfilling its purpose by acting to slow the particulates entering from that culvert and the road and collecting them in the forebay before
they can enter the lake. Therefore the proposal for a permanent turbidity curtain is unwarranted.
In addition, Eric reported that our contractors fixed (at no extra charge) the damaged culvert pipe on the Lake side as it enters the
forebay area. They discussed fixing the pipe on the wetland side, but decided that doing so would cause more erosion over time than
we experience now. There exists an orderly flow of water from the swamp into that side of the pipe."
2- Georgann Stewart then requested that the pay of the cleaning person who cleans up at the Barn and the Beach be increased.
Drew Orr, who handles contracting for that work stated that he was already planning to request this.
3- Minutes:
The minutes of the 6/10/18 Regular Board meeting were read by Dan, corrected, and accepted as corrected.
4- Financial:
The current financial report, as of 7/7/18 was given by Adam:
M&T Bank
$137,206
M&T Bank (Scholarship Fund) $ 1,021
M&T Camp Account
$ 82,511
M&T Water Capitol
$ 39,818
M&T Capitol Improvement
$130,862
Total
$391,418
There are currently 6 members in arrears as of 7/7/18, with 9 members on payment plans for 2018. The members in arrears
are: Apter, Burgun, Cubides, Gecaj, Rios, and Solano. A lien has been placed on the Apter property. Rina will discuss the situation with the
Solanos and inform them that unless community charges have been paid in full or a real payment plan has been instituted their children in
Camp must pay the out of community rate. Gecaj attempted to pay without including the interest he owes. Ben moved, seconded by Gerry,
to notify Gecaj that he must pay in full or have a lien placed on his property again. In favor: all except one abstaining. Motion carried.
Adam reported that the work on the path and grounds at the Beach went over budget by $900. Adam moved, seconded by
Hannah, to approve the expenditure of $900 required to complete the work, with the money to come out of the operating budget. Passed
unanimously.
5- Discussion of the Treasurer position
Adam, who is soon to be leaving the community, stated that he has asked our accountant to give us a proposal for them to handle
a number of items that have been done in house. Along with Adam leaving the community and the Treasurer's position John Bergherr, who
has been handling the paying of bills for the last several years, is also stepping down. Among the items we will consider outsourcing are:
paying of bills, receiving payments. data entry into Quickbooks, reconciling, paying of taxes, and invoicing community members for
community charge payment and follow up billing for same where required.
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Mike stated that he may be willing to take over the Treasurer position, but only if he gives up the handling of the Barn.
Ron volunteered to put together a committee to take over collections.
Adam will probably be leaving before his term is up in September, so the Board will have to appoint a temporary replacement to
serve out the remainder of Adam's term. He stated that he will still be able to handle some of the Treasurer's duties remotely until
a replacement is up to speed. Mike stated that he would be willing to do so. Dan moved, seconded by Ron, to nominate Mike to fill the
Treasurer's position for the remainder of Adam's term. In favor: all except two abstaining. Motion carried.
6- Insurance
John Bergherr, who has been handling insurance for the community for many years, is stepping down, and a replacement must be
found. Ben volunteered to take over as Insurance liaison from John.
7- Path to 17 acres
Rina reported that the Camp has been using a campsite for as long as she can remember that is actually not on Colony property.
It was thought to be on the 17 Acres, but was actually on land owned by Joy Gross. The campsite has been moved to the 17 Acres, but the
path which had been used to access the original, and now the new, campsite runs through the Gross property. No Trespassing signs were
recently posted around the Gross property and the Camp was told not to use the path.
Rina has, therefore, requested that another means of access be provided so that the path through the Gross property will no longer
be needed. There is a sliver of land that runs from Hillside Ave. to the 17 Acres that goes up the driveway of the Rios property. The Rios
driveway is partially on Colony property, and Rina suggested that that sliver of land, starting with the Rios driveway, be used with a path
cleared through the brush south of the Rios property. She has obtained a price of $600 to clear the path, and a survey of the property line
between the Rios property and the 17 Acres must be done at an approximate cost of $900.
Dan moved, seconded by Gerry, to budget up to $2,000 to do the survey and brush clearing work to provide a new path from
Hillside Ave. up the Rios driveway to the 17 Acres. In Favor: all except one opposed and two abstaining. Motion carried.
8- Contract on 24 West Main Street
A contract has been received for the sale of the property at 24 West Main Street, in the sum of $455,000. The "list" and community have already been notified with no interest shown. Jeremy moved, seconded by Dan, to waive the option on the sale of 24 West Main
Street. All in favor except two abstaining. Motion carried.
9- Property sale procedure
A brief discussion ensued and it was decided to have a full discussion of the subject at the coming Membership meeting.
10- Committee Reports:
Nominating Committee:
Dan reported that the committee has been contacting community members to run for At Large and Officers positions and has
received some positive responses.
Camp:
Ben reported that Camp is going well.
Beach:
Hannah reported that the new path is complete and seems to be working out well; that the grass planted by the contractor is
growing; new signs have been put up; and the boat house has been painted.
Barn:
Drew reported that there has been an ongoing problem with the Barn Fire Alarm system, which Somers Security has determined
is in the Fire Alarm panel. Although the smoke detectors are over ten years old and should be replaced they are not the problem. Somers
Security has proposed to install a new panel with all new smoke detector heads for $1970. The new system would be fully addressable:
each head has a discrete address and alarms and troubles are pinpointed on the panel readout. Drew moved, seconded by Dan, to have a
new fully addressable Fire Alarm system installed at a cost of $1970. Passed unanimously.
Roads:
Fred reported that the Town is not supposed to do any major work on the roads during the Camp season.
Social:
Roman reported that the season is going well, with last night's karaoke event a huge success.
Road 4:
Gerry reported that the current issue went out on time by email, but the paper edition was delayed at the printer.
Water:
Drew reported that the emergency generator control system has been repaired and is now functioning properly.
Communications:
Roman requested that all community members keep him apprised of their email and contact information.
Environment:
Roman reported that there has been a marked decrease in trash along the roads, particularly Pond Street and Danger Road.
Maintenance:
Drew reported that he wanted to increase the salary of our cleaning person from $15 / hour to $18 / hour, which will total approximately $430 per year. Drew moved. seconded by Jeremy, to increase the salary of the cleaning person by $3 per hour at a total cost of
$430 for the season. In favor: all except two abstaining. Motion carried.
Meeting adjourned at 12:10 PM. Respectfully submitted: Dan Fast, Secretary
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